EFI IQ
Make smarter decisions with data analytics

Data is knowledge.
Knowledge is power.
Use yours to do more.

You should do more with your data
Your print operation can generate an overwhelming amount of data without giving you truly actionable business
insights. It’s a struggle to analyse the true root cause of problems like low printer utilisation or poor-quality output.
Plus, production teams without access to this real-time data will respond more slowly to unintended downtime or
production-blocking events. This lack of real-time print production intelligence can result in lower profitability and
higher production costs.

Hear what your production has to say
Now you can unlock the value of your production data by connecting your printers to EFI™ IQ™. This suite of mobile
and cloud applications lets you elevate your day-to-day production and business management with real-time answers to
pressing questions like:
•

How well is my shop running today?

•

Are my printers being utilised correctly?

•

Is there a disruption in my shop I need to know about?

•

Am I able to check my printshop status from anywhere, at any time?

•

How much ink did we consume in the last quarter?*

Display graphics printers send data directly to the cloud

Fiery® DFEs send data to the cloud for the EFITM Nozomi and all cutsheet printers

Stay competitive and grow
The IQ suite captures and presents data in a way that makes it easy to monitor print device performance in real time
and make smarter decisions from production analytics. This allows you to make data-driven decisions that help you
optimise your production and quality processes to improve ROI, minimise cost, maximise profit, boost revenue, and
grow your business.
* Ink cost tracking is only available for Display Graphics and High Speed Inkjet printers.

What can EFI IQ add to my print business?
EFI IQ applications can help you build a stronger, more profitable business by using your production data to:

Monitor printer utilisation to
understand how your print
operation runs daily so you can
better allocate resources when
you need to.

Capture, measure,
monitor, and analyse
print production data
anytime, anywhere and
make data-driven
operational decisions.

Get up-to-the-minute
production data and use it to
change the way you run your
print operations.

Monitor production trends to
identify inefficiencies in your
workflow.

Capture data from multiple
devices and uncover the root
causes of low production.

Subscribe to production
reports for the key
indicators you need to run
your business, such as error
details, source, and duration
of blocking events.

App details
The IQ suite of applications lets you connect your processes, and print devices, so you can make better data-driven decisions.
Use these free and paid applications to build a stronger, more profitable business with your production data:
•

IQ Dashboard: Get a quick overview
of the state of your printers today.
Then use key production metrics to
make data-driven decisions.

•

EFI Insight: Use historical trends to
improve future performance; compare
performance between devices, shifts,
or locations to increase shop floor
productivity; and analyse ink* and
substrate usage and costs for better
pricing decisions.

•

EFI Notify: Stay in control of
production by receiving alerts about
production-blocking events and
production reports on a daily, weekly,
or monthly basis.

•

EFI Go: Stay connected 24/7 using a
smart phone or tablet, to remotely
monitor printer status, job queues, and
production downtime events so you
can stay informed about your business
anytime, anywhere.

•

EFI ColorGuard**: Streamline the
colour verification and calibration
process to produce accurate and
consistent colour — minimising waste,
reprints, and rejected jobs.

•

EFI Manage**: Standardise the server
configuration for same-model print
devices, check system compliance, and
see printer status at a glance.

* Ink cost tracking is only available for Display Graphics and High Speed Inkjet printers.
** Only available for Fiery Driven cutsheet printers

Customer quotes
•

John Princic - Real Marketing: “Before IQ we used to take snapshots of every meter on every machine, now I
can tell how much was printed right from my phone as I am getting my coffee”

•

Bartosz przbyła – Studio DAR “With EFI IQ, we know exactly which materials increase retooling time on the
machine. We have been able to optimise some of our actions, which significantly accelerates the production.”

for more information please visit:
www.efi.com/IQ

We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles,

Corporate
ceramic tiles, building materials and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks,
digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms

Printers
& Ink
and streamlines
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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